Price on application

Your romantic corner on Como lake
Laglio
An enchanting property located in the picturesque Laglio village with its
narrow paths, few steps from the lake, from the famous Saint George
Church of the XVII century and from the well-known George Clooney Villa.

Description
The origin of this romantic place, rich of brightness and perfumes, goes back to the roman age. During
that time the village hosted military and custom garrisons, testified by an ancient tower in Torriggia,
close to the Laglio village. The name of Laglio comes from a Roman commander, named Lallius.
Laglio is an important starting point for walking along the lakeside or hiking on the near hills from
where you can admire a view of a rare beauty. The hill sides are rich of vineyards, olive groves and
laurel plants, from which the famous healing laurel oil derives.
On the Laglio hills at about 600 meters of altitude the famous “ Bear Hole” cave opens in front of your
eyes. It became very well-known during the XIX century because some fossil rests of a bear, lived
during the Quaternary era, were found.
For the bird-watching fans, the Torriggia Hill is a paradise for observing hawks, kites, buzzards and
the migratory birds flying towards Switzerland and the Northern Europe.
Among its pearls of beauty we can’t miss its famous villas like:
-

-

Villa Oleandra of the XIX century belonged for many generations to Vitaly family and now to
the famous actor George Clooney;
Villa Fasola (now named Magnolia) which is renowned for its splendid garden which gradually
falls into the lake and meets the dock. The property was built at the end of XIX century and
was designed by Guido Sartirana, famous Lombard designer and sculptor;
Regina Teodolinda Relais is a prestigious Villa dated XIX century, surrounded by an
enchanted and suggestive garden. Thanks to its suites, the garden and the direct access to
the lake, the Relais is the right choice for whom decides to spend unforgettable holidays at
Como Lake.

A real jewel is the Saint George Church, built during the XVII century and decorated with prestigious
patties by the local sculptor Stefano Salterio who belonged to the “Magistri Comacini”, an important
plasterer and sculptor association. The members of this association brought their art all over Italy and
Europe. On the right side of the church there is the oratory of the Brethren of the Most Holy
Sacrament, with superb decorations of XVIII century and an altar piece with the image of Rosary Holy
Mary.
Accommodation
The property is a portion of a just renovate little palace on 3 levels plus attic.
It offers an entrance and a little bathroom; on the first floor you can find a nice living room and a suite
with its own bathroom; on the second floor another living room which can be used as a library and a

second suite with bathroom; the attic floor offers a kitchen with a dining room, a bathroom and a little
utility room.
Directions
60 km from Milan, 14 km from Como city and 30 km from the Swiss border.

Viewing
We strongly recommend that you discuss all aspects of the property with us, such as condition,
communications, situation or any other factors that are of particular importance to you, prior to
viewing. For new build property, please note that certain images used by developers in their brochure
are not always representative of the final scheme. ADDress in association with Savills can not be held
responsible for related travel or viewing costs if the property is deemed not to be suitable.

Importance notice
Savills, their client and any joint agents give notice that:
1.
Quoted prices are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates. Please contact an agent for an upto-date price. They are not authorized to make ore give any representations or warranties in relation to
the property either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or
otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars.
These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statement or
representations of fact. In particular they neither have nor assume responsibility for any statement
concerning the financial arrangements or the commercial scheme which may be available by their
clients or others to potential purchasers.
2.
Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The next, photographs and plans are
for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property
has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Savills has not tested any
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspections or otherwise.
3.
These particulars were prepared from preliminary plans and specifications before the
completion of the properties and are intended only as a guide. They may have been changed during
construction and final finishes could vary. Prospective purchasers should not rely on this information
but must get their solicitor to check the plans and specification attached to their contract.
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